ABSTRACT
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This research is purpose for explained what a motivation of student about being a member of student’s cooperation and to know about relationship between a student’s motivation and organizing activity at student’s cooperation. The research’s type who used in this research is quantitative. Sample of this research is amount to 61 student as a member of Unila student’s cooperation. Data collection techniques in this research is using questionnaires and interviews. Hypothesis testing using correlation test of product moment and chi square test based of the research result, known that hypothesis testing correlation because the value of $r_{count}$ in the amount of 0.49 and had a positive value. The value of the correlation coefficient between relationship of the member's motivation with the organizing activity in amount to $r < +1$ therefore could be concluded that there is a positive correlation between relationship of the member's motivation with the organizing activity. According to the formulation of hypothesis, because the value of $t_{count}$ (4,33) > $t$-list (2,39238) with a significant level of 99%, accordingly significant correlation coefficient means hypothesis is accepted. Means Ho rejected and Hi accepted that there is a relationship between student motivation become members of the cooperation with the organizing activity. The value of the research obtained at $\chi^2$—Chi-squar test for p-value (0,006) < $\alpha$ (0,01). Thus the hypothesis stated that motivation related significantly to organizing activity could accepted.
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